
iFlex Single Car Park Barrier 
Designed to shield ramps, perimeters, entrance and exit points, walls and walkways from 

damage caused by vehicle collisions both inside and out. 

Certified to EN1991, BS6399 and BS6180/DETR, the flexible car park barriers 

significantly reduce costs by absorbing and dissipating impact forces before fully 

reforming, meaning floors are protected, barriers do not need replacing and vehicle 

damage is diminished. 

The unique material is non-scratch, non-corrosive, water resistant, self-coloured and UV 

stabilised, reducing the need for maintenance and guarding against sunlight degradation. 

Product Benefits 

 

Car park compliant 

Compliant with car-park specific standards, including: EN1991, BS6399, BS6180/DETR. 

 

Preserved floors 

Unique patented coupling system dissipates impact forces, preventing damage to floors. 



 

Maintenance free 

Non-corrosive, non-scratch, non-repaint, water resistant, self-coloured and UV stabilised 
for minimal maintenance. 

 

Reduced repair costs 

MEMAPLEX™ material flexes, absorbs and reforms repeatedly upon impact, preventing 
the need for replacement. 
A wide range of uses 

Product Applications 

 

Car Protection 

Heavy-duty Car Park Barrier absorbs shock, reducing the damage to vehicles on impact. 



 

Structural Protection 

Maintain the structural integrity of your car park to minimise maintenance and damage 
costs. 

 

Driver Guidance 

iFlex Car Park Barrier provides a clear visual guide for drivers, providing protection 
where it’s needed most. 

 

Impact Absorption 

Energy-absorbing material dissipates impact forces through the barrier – reducing 
damage to floors and vehicles, and avoiding repairs. 
 



Find out more, contact sales +44 (0) 1422 331133  
email sales@asafe.com or visit www.asafe.com

A-SAFE’s dedicated car park impact barrier was 
recommended for installation at a UK Lexus 
dealership, with the aim of providing an impact 
absorbing solution.

Customer: 
Japan’s largest-selling premium vehicle brand Lexus is the luxury 
vehicle division of Toyota, marketed in over 70 countries and 
territories worldwide. 

Situation:
A UK dealership team required a safety solution to shield the site’s 
car park and brand new Lexus vehicles within it. The high level car 
park needed barriers that could withstand vehicle impacts and 
provide edge protection around the perimeter of the space. Ideally, 
the solution would also deter thieves and youths from accessing the 
car park.

Solution:
A-SAFE installed Single Car Park Barrier to define the edge of the car 
park and ensure a protected, designated space for vehicles. Even if 
a vehicle did impact the barrier, the flexible, absorbent nature of the 
material is designed to cushion the impact and avoid damage.   
Our car park barriers are purpose designed for high traffic car parks 
and certified to BS6399  creating a safer place to park.  

Best in class perimeter 
protection for luxury 
Lexus car park

Products:
• Single Car Park Barrier
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